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Fantasy ^Sol+-f fanzine, of sorts, theoretically devoted to 
the editor will stick tn’.7ando®J e£c* ’ but that is no guarantee that 
mystifying ZJhifln-1 H n subject. "Edited" and published on a 
MbuquLq?e:“:xSoX0?°k5sof:‘915 Green vaiiey soaa w-

A Marinated Publication X

Indeed!. ’ . • ■ . ?

tlon3although aheouple"of issues ** ®eneral »i«ula-
sent through the Pantaw AmoS, S’n f little consequence, have been 
fcer 1976, I believZ ?ress Ass°ciation. One in Novem-

> oeiieve, and another in November 1977.

The maillngaii to re-establish some lines of communication.
. ded to. This issue^!!!^^™1?^ deleted, subtracted from and ad- 

one you will also »et the^nA-ri^ tO ab?u^ 100 fans* If you get this 
out of you and I don't mtn f ? e\ But 1 must &et some response

. at least every second i^sue or^f zlnes* Letters. You must respond 
an opening for someone el sp rA®iSe y°V,get shopped. Which will make 
way, letters, or at leeS needless to say but I will any-
Publlcation. aSt oxcerpts from letters, are subject to

al/tha?f®go0JookSsomeM^reyelCerSTh6Tnrk’f0JJSet prlntln8 “d 
oation. I hope to pubUeh ^Ath^ ‘

-?few quoLsefAors™H°ytafSJt”bllnes' Th® next page will 
tetters ‘buAther than that (°n the fannlsh-time scale)
uoing of the editor. herein is prdably theU.J.uor. including the typographical errors.

state of seml^gafia?d°Nothins munhlaSA4-2°Uple of years while in a 
^rote a few letters, batted ILi-U h* Attended a few conventions, 
little, changed jobs (involunta a r®view or three, read, studied a 
tried to work up enouib fUy ’ Watched the tube, read,
Or, as. Peter Robert3slight lav ° -Dublish an issue of Dynatron, 

err s might say, to nub my t3h. And finally did.
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QUOTED OUT OF CONTEXT

In truth (1)> it took writers a long time to escape sugar- 
coated science writing (which often assumed heights of banality 
in Gernsback's days), (2) Writers of sincerity must mirror their 
age and even its writing-vogue styles. Hopefully, a genuine

i fantasy in straight fantasy) will permeate their work, 
out this is an age which tends to drown humanism in technology, 
and I suspect most writers, including SF writers, are pro-humanism.

BEN INDICK

It the ability to stay awake all night is 
fan, I am not one. I tried it at my first few 
took me a week to recover from the Detention, 
turned in between one and two a.m., sober. No 
I’m just naturally for the temperate life.

the sign of a true 
conventions : it 
At Minicon 10 I 
fighting heredity:

DAINIS BISENIEKS

w -u 1 ®uess I,m not a11 'that interested in science fiction. 
Maybe there are a lot of second-rate readers of SF?

JODIE OFFUTT

Some day there may be a Fanzine 
,J mus t:

Buy a permit.
Submit a copy of the current

,^alt for mailing approval and the appropriate number to 
the mailing side of the zine, no closer than 1/8 inch nor

Registry Bureau to which allfaneds
1.
2.
3. 

add to 
further than 1/2 Inch fron the SstegeG^;? ““““ ” °

4. Send a list of subscrlbers/readers after the mailing.

DONN BRAZIER

issue

Boy1s comments
To Ben: 
manist feeling 
straight.
To Dainis: : _ _

reserves to"keep me"going^for"three 
on very little sleep. Afterwards, though...ugh.

There's nothing wrong at all with writer's expressing hu 
js so long as they get their facts (or fancies)

I^don't get to many conventions but when I do I still 
- _ ----------- ---------j or four days

Afterwards, though...ugh.
To Jodie 
why else 
ial?

! °f course there are a lot of second rate readers of SF: 
would they stick with so much second rate reading mater-

To Donn* I think we went over these 
pages or in TITLE. As I recalls you 
ply with such regulations and I said 
until 1984.

points before' either in these 
indicated that you would com- 
that I wouldn’t. Six years
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STAB WARS AND SUCH
tJ/011'13 Jhll?k there is any question that Star Wars is probably 

contender for this year's dramatic Hugo. The film has Y 
^racted a vast following both in and out of the SF microcosm 

Science SF P^°uUre °f the year by the Academy of
about thfi \F 1 y tnd Horror Films (I may have more to say 
aoout that later). Even though not eligible for .the Hugo qtn-r 
^KouldabeSnVtnHa^^P!Clal award by the Suncon Committee?5 (It— 
"No t?at thS dramatic Hugo at Suncon was "No Award."

No Award' received a standing ovation.) ^aru.
£tar fcs may get some stiff competitlon^rom^hr^^It^e^  ̂
^og£mters of the Third Kind. Remember thJ Zy o? Zse 

microcosm °nly marSlnally associated with the
do m ^dT ?6h e2 ViSW things differently than . . - 
P?t 1? ?hfsLJ one enthusiastic viewer of Close Encounters

■- J • Compared to this, Star Wars is tinkertoys• "

a Heedless to say the enthusiastic viewer was young. Rovtac is 
old and jaded and tends to view all filmed SF Mth a jaundiced ev^ 
CloseSevF’ that iS- 1 Pref“red Staj Wars oven

/ v WaS 5°°d fun’ PLANET STORIES on the 
sage niotn-rX ri * counters was more of a serious mes-
not ut to those^fr—had 8004 sPeclal effects (although 
across but t -i.-.r-./TTT ^ars an<4 ^he message (we are not alone) 
across but I thought the script and acting were both terrible.

propagandataSde?orb?Jht.PT°JUre! ?re valuable Pieces of pro-space 
propaganda and for that I heartily applaud them.

^?at?ftea,%°> at°Ut the -perlorlty^f^l^e^^ 

ths audience » e prlnted Page reaches only a tiny fraction of 
far greater toJ ?here 18 no ^1*8 that films have a
general nubli today s video-oriented audiences. If the
for space travPl n J be 2°nvlnced of the need and desirability 
televlson- rartKn? iU.haVebo be done by motion pictures and 
all that th^ o- m arly television. And there is no question at 
continue n .^eralJbliC mUSt be S01d the idea if we are to 
give way when^oe'sii^n?01^1^1 opposlti°n is formidable but will 
give way when Joe Slxpack starts agitating for space travel.

of"Texas introduce^a0???1*?8^011^ sesslon Representative Olin Teague 
ting ctngrSs-ional int° the House with a vlew to get-
orbltlng space Xtiona Zn1 f°r a c™ltment to establish huge 
international cooperation f??S?K Potential uses of space "including 
and development of nan « r the maintenance of peace, discovery 

‘ processing and manufJotu°urcesof energy and materials, industrial 
benefits? reSreaM™ nS’ f?°d? chemical production, health 

bymi ••

Boggs cf Louka:Sea“irStoctaS oTSlhL^/"71^’ 

space helmet to all of those members of the House. & WP °f thS
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The opposition declares, of course, that the money involved 
could be better spent on Earth (buying votes, no doubt). Senator 
William Proxmire, noted for weighing the facts with his thumbs on 
the scale, says "Not a penny for this nutty fantasy."

. So I-heart
ily approve of Star Wars and of Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
and hope that they are both huge box office successes and that 
there will be many more films in the same vein. It would be very 
nice if the idea also transferred over to the made for television 
films, too.

Television unfortunately concentrates on fantasy. The 
reason for that would seem to be two-fold. One is that fantasy 
films are much cheaper to produce than are science fiction. Spec
ial effects for SF films are incredibly expensive while fantasy 
can be done with a couple of camera tricks and the viewer’s imagi
nation (what there is of it). Secondly it appears that the TV 
executives think th&t appealing to superstition rather than reason 
attracts bigger audiences among those who watch televlson. We 
have seen (shudder) Star Trek traded for the pseudo-scientific 
garbage of Von Danlken.

. . . Come back Captain Kirk, all is forgiven..,,

...well, maybe not quite all. Did you catch Shatner’s hokey per
formance on the "Annual Science Fiction, Fantasy,■and Horror Film 
Awards Show" or whateverthehell it was called? It was terrible. 
But so was the entire show (with the exception of George Burns). 
For the record, incase you missed the show (oh, most fortunate), 
Best Science Fiction films Star Wars, 
Best Fantasy Film: Oh, God.’
Best Horror Film: The Little Girl That Lives Down the Lane.

*

I wonder if any economist has considered that a contributing 
factor to inflation may be the very nature of the money we use? 
In days of yore when the coinage was gold and silver people tended 
to be more frugal in their handling of these "presciouS" metals. 
Regardless of what the government calls It these days we know that 
all we are dealing with Is paper and tokens so we don’t worry about 
it anyway. . > 1

’ X . . . -■ .

Chuckle chuckle and ho ho ho. I get amused at all the flap 
oyer the Panama Canal and the cries from the left about U.S. colo
nialist policies.

■ ■ Consider that Japan buys huge quantities of
raw material from the U.S. and.in return sells the U.S. manufac
tured goods. This is typical of the colonial relationship with 
us being on the lower end. in. Alabama, for example, Japanese 
companies own an uranium enrichment plant where low grade U.S, ; 
uranium is converted to reactor grade using power supplied by TVA. 
The enriched uranium is then shipped to Japan--on Japanese ships 
of courseT-for use by' Japanese industry.
.. . . , An interesting study for
historians. At what point in time did the U.S. become a Japanese 
colony?



lm^°n 9 rece^t Program concerning the place of "hype" in the 
N^wmann'?no?ytnfblife’f’telJViS10n conmentator .and author Edwin E. 
Selene Mctxon t°£nfU%ed Wlth ^fred E* Newnan) declared that 
science Motion is becoming a religion*

My Ghodi ’

without.some

room 
and

I wonder if Degler is aware of this?

p_n<3 I£,!2ience Plction is to become a religion then we, the True 
that'it can ?ssuredly» start now to Set things sorted out So 
™ “ °an s®t UP Pr°Perly- Can’t have a religion 
sort of organization, you know.

i«tic9lr!f wf St ?iUJcifn2f Fictlon be polytheistic or monothe- 
deitiP«7Ifnn TT Pt f <-Jhe latter then how do we handle all the minor 
riihi? W?JaM J?eC1 Salnts? Does Saint Isaac Asimov sound 
right Saint Shin ichi Hoshi? Saints Arkadi and Boris Strus-atski*?

Saint Captaln S’ P‘ ?’eek? Consider a writer such X Bob 
ardeman* how many steps would he have to go through - that is how SthoodV8™™^ he haV?/S haTe nubll^ed - before £e served 

Halt- tt there would be the problem of choosing the actualSd &»•> e1t'°^,nJUn1ln^ ”any PrObleQS there- “h° “Sid we se?St 
and how? It would almost have to be Jules Verne or H. G1 Wells 
Verne’an^Olaf Stapledon^ Trlnlty 5114 teTe Well°>

thei^ticarAiefo-?nJnk Science Fiction would be better as a poly- 
erld as "Ffte? 5*? the like could consld-
of course If wr mniaS Chief of the modern pantheon, 

ur-e. if we emulate the Hindu pantheon there will be
HoL?Zerynne lncludin8 such questionalbe names as Lovecraft 
Howard. Or even, by really stretching things, Disch.

(immoitalireSk n?Uld’ of.course, be The Apostle and John W. 
piSortaliz?d’ of course) would have a special. niche as the

P . Ben Bova, as Campbell’s, successor, would be the current Pope. 

annoiiteQb°dy °f_Canonlcal literature is Immense. We will need to 

BlF ¥ -

have to J he And what about new writings? There will

!Krx.2«"ra:.:"
to pick the successor! t0 allow Conde-Nast
of group similar to P ’ Should there not be some sort
of Greens th $olleSe of Cardinals (called the College
deoirton?’ S 3 fa“1Eh color) to “ake that momentous
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Where will fandom fit in all this? I am not talking (or 
writing, actually) about the vast unwashed mass of "readers" but 
about the hard inner core of Fans. Obviously the fans will be the 
priests and priestesses of the new religion and will devote their 
lives to study and to preaching the word to the adoring masses.

There will have to be a hierarchy of course with, let us call 
them, "Archfans" appointed directly by the Pope. We might, for 
example, see Donn Green Brazier, Archfan of St. Louis or Bruce 
Green Pelz, Archfan of Los Angeles. Would you believe Ethel Green 
Lindsay, Archfan of the Scottish Highlands? Peter Green Roberts, 
Archfan of Cornwall?

And what of the gods of the fannish pantheon? What of GhuGhu 
and FooFoo and Roscoe? . .

It is, I tell you, mind-boggling. c ■

Degler would be -proud.- ' • • . :

.. < .. ■■■/ ' .. ;

The Albuquerque Obscene Board once again proved its worthiness 
in December. A Concerned Citizen (you remember The Concerned Citi
zens for Decency Through Suppression, of the Constitution?) paid 
five bucks to get into one of the local, porn theaters to see some
thing called Peach Fuzz. Concerned Citizen then complained to the 
Obscene Board that the movie had offended him, (So why did he pay 
five bucks to get in? An admission price like-that is what I- find 
2rfe^lVe, ) The Board sprang into action! A telephone call to 
the City Treasurer brought a representative of that office to the 
theater parking lot. That worthy placed ,a five dollar bill in the 
hot hands of each member of. the Obscene Board. (If I resided in 
the city I would object mightily to my tax monies being spent to 
pay a bunbh of. people's way to the movies.) The Board members 
Payed their admission with the taxpayer’s money and filed into the 
theater. They watched several minutes of coming (yes) attractions. 
They watched Peach Fuzz. They Voted and declared that it was indeed 
obscene. ..

' " .i c - " " ■ ■ ' ’ ’ . ' . ’

Then they stayed for the second feature. ,
. ' ' ■ . X - \ .

Among the mystifying things I find around Albuquerque is the
SaYase Supply Company." What, exactly, one wondersdoes this 

particular business do? Is it a place from which Doc Savage gets 
his supplies? Is it a supply house run by Doc Savage? Is it, may
hap, a company which offers Doc Savages for sale? Are these 
ready-made Doc Savages, off the rack so to speak, or are they cus
tom made? Could you take one outside to look at in the-daylight 
before making up your mind to buy? Does it carry a sideline of 
Hams and honks? .

Who knows?

(The Shadow knows..,,,)
-6-



BOOHS AND THINGS

There seems to be a vogue these days for pastiches. There is 
a long tradition of such writings, however, we seem to be getting 
more and more of them in the science/fantasy field. Priest’s The 
Space Machine comes to mind along with the various attempts at re
telling the story of Frankenstein, Phil Farmer's borrowings from 
Edgar Rice Burroughs, and various others.
_ The tales of Sherlock
Holmes are only marginally associated with S/F although one finds 
that great numbers oi S/F fans also enjoy the stories of the Great 
Detective. Doyle’s stories are, and have been for years, a verita
ble mother-lode of "inspiration" for Imitators and would-be Watsons. 
One of the latest is Robert Lee Hall, a teacher of English at 
California High School in San Ramon, California, who has written 
Exit Sherlock Holmes (Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1977» 
23^PP, $7.95).

. There is the usual explanation about the finding
of Watson's tin dispatch box with its wealth of unpublished manu
scripts (which, I am sure, will continue to be a source for new 
stories over the next century. One wonders at the size of this ap
parently magical box.) This one, said to have been penned by 
Watson in. 1930 as he awaited the Grim Reaper in a 3rd Floor room 
in the hospital of St Bartholomew the Great (Bart's), It takes us 
back to 1903» the year Holmes supposedly•retired and purports to 
chronicle his final adventure and solve the mysteries surrounding 
the detective.

Holmes once again summons Watson to Baker Street. 
Moriarty has returned and the stage is set for the ultimate strug
gle between that Evil Genius and the Great Detective. Holmes puts 
Watson on guard, directs him to spread the fiction of retirement, 
then disappears into the night to pursue the Napoleon of Crime.

The revelation to Watson by Mrs Hudson that Holmes maintained 
a secret laboratory in the basement of 221b, comments by Wiggins, 
one of the original Irregulars and now an actor, concerning facets 
of Holmes' life about which Watson knew nothing, and the appearance 
in Baker Street of Moriarty (who turns out to be Sherlock’s double) 
set Watson on his own quest to find the detective and solve the 
growing mystery. Despite their close association it appears that 
Holmes had deceived Watson for years about his life and pursuits. 
After a series of startling revelations Watson finally tracks down 
Holmes and the denoument moves this story directly into the science/ 
fantasy genre.

Holmes and Moriarty are clones and time travellers 
from three centuries in advance of Watson’s time. In their own time 
they were great rivals, Moriarty had gone back to the simpler days 
of Queen Victoria to lay the groundwork for seizing control of the 
entire world. He could not, however, stand the thought of his 
rival being without any competition in the future from whence he 
came so he forcibly brought Holmes along. Holmes escaped the evil 
Professor's clutches and determined to thwart him. At the end, 
Holmes, with Watson's help, drags Moriarty Into the reconstructed 
time machine and they disappear into the mists of elsewhen.
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Have I ruined the story by divulging the ending? No, Hall 
ruined the story by writing it. He draws heavily on the originals 
for scene setting and atmosphere but he is no Doyle and it doesn’t 
come off, .

■ . • • ' I .

In Roots Alex Haley traced his family ancestry back to the west 
coast of Africa. In Origins (E.P. Dutton, N.Y., 1977, 264pp,$17.95), 
Richard Leakey and Roger Lewin take us all back to the Dark Conti
nent.

The book provides an excellent summary of the latest paleo
anthropology discoveries in Africa along with Leakey’s speculations 

- as to how we. got where we are and where we are going from here,
, 1 ■ Thediscovery of the "14-70" skull near Lake Turkana puts man (Homo ■ 

habilis) on Earth at least 2,5 million years ago. There are some 
tantalizing hints that may move that date back another' million 
and a half years if they prove out. 14-70 also moves the Australo- 
plthlcines off the main line of human evolution.

Leakey lays out the 
development of man. this ways The earliest known ancestor is Rama- 
plthecus who dates bac,k more than 10 million years. Four to three 
million years ago he developed into two separate lines: the Austra- 
lopithicines and Genus Homo, Homo Habilis developed into Homo 
Erectus while the Australoplthiclnes went their separate way and 
eventually disappeared. Erectus became Homo Sapiens Neanderthalsis 
and he became Homo Sapiens Sapiens which includes all of us.
(Except, perhaps, Glicksohn who is hairy enough to be a Remap! thecus.) 

Not everyone is going to agree with Leakey's hypothesis. Even 
though Ramapit.hecus (You should have seen Glicksohn In the ocean.

ever See a soaking wet Yeti?) ranged Asia and Europe as well 
as Leakey holds that the development to Homo Erectus took
place only in Africa and it was Erectus who spread from there through
out the rest of the Old World. He declares that Australoplthicine 
remains found in Asia, for.example, are not properly identified.
■For my own part I believe that if Ramapithecus (Insert your own 
Glicksohn joke).was walking the road towards Homo Saps he was: doing 
so all over the world and.not just in Africa.
. , . ' ’ , ’ ■ In any event Origins
is certainly .worth reading even if one doesn’t agree with &11 of. 
Leakey s conclusions. Recommended to anyone who. is interested in 
how we began, . .

J- note with some dismay that the language bastard!zers 
have managed to make their influence felt in this book, I would 
guess -the culprit ,1s Lewin since he is listed as an editor and 
author by profession. In a discussion of orangutans it is said that 
the name is Malay for "person of the forest." The "man of the 
trees" will be.surprised to know that, . .

: ' I grow weary of this effort
to de-sex the language. I grow more than a little weary of the 
whole feminist" .movement and the unending discussions of it in 
fanzines and at SF conventions• . f . ’ ■ . .

■ ■' Before you reach for your purse
and attempt to hit me with it let me clarify a point Or two. I am 
all in favor of equality for women. I wholeheartedly support ERA
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and am acutely 
states in this 
little more in 
Are you aware, 
Georgia when a ■ 
she may own to : 
man with a high 
college degree. __ ___ ____
from jobs simply because they are women.

aware of the reasons why it is needed. There are still 
supposedly enlightened nation where women have only a " 
the way of rights than they do in the Moslem countries, 
for example, that in Jimmy Carter’s home state of 
woman marries she automatically forflets any property 
her husband? That is not right. Surveys show that a 

. school diploma will earn more than a woman with a 
Women who are otherwise qualified are still excluded

T>- ■ ’ -----  —“ — ■— • Personal experiences elder
. oaugnter Diana says she would have been better off taking typing for 

years instead of attending the university because the only jobs 
she can find that are open for women are secretarial jobs. That is in 
epraska. A woman should be able to compete equally for any position 
or which she is qualified and should get the same pay that a man oc

cupying that position would get. She should be entitled to full and 
equal protection under the law the same as any man. And that is all 
to often not the case and that isn’t right,
,. _ . So now you know my posi-

d fully support equality. What I do not support is the so- 
called feminist movement because it is not- feminist, it is ,'neuterist 

a>worci exists--if not then I just coined it). The supporters 
01 the feminist movement are not interested in obtaining equal rights 
for women but in creating a de-sexed hive society in which everyone 
is the same laboring merrily to support the queen who lays a thousand 
eggs a day to produce more happy de-sexed workers. Perhaps they all 
picture themselves as the queen. (Ah, but when more than one queen 
d®yeboPs ^bere is a fight to the death.) In my opinion they should 
all be wrapped up in a big ball of beeswax and staked' to an anthill.

We will now pause and wait for the shouts of "sexist pig" to 
abate. Sure, I am. There happen to be two sexes, not a uni-sex. 
There are men and there are women and they are not the same (and as 
the old Frenchman said, "Vive la difference"). So if you want to dis- 
wan.i eQ.ual rights for women you're welcome to use these pages. If you 

o nave at me with neuterist garbage, however...get lost.

At the Baycon in 1968 Philip Jose Farmer put forth suggestions 
or a program he called "Reap." That may have been- an acronym but if 

was I no longer recall what it stood for. I do not know if the pro
gram was original with Farmer. That is of little consequence anyway. 
Basically what Farmer said was that our political-social-economic sys
tem was based on a philosophy of scarcity. Because of lack of material, 

. aDof’ ’t®chn°logy» etc,, there is really never enough of the basics to 
provide for everyone. There are also artificial scarcities deliberate
ly created for various reasons, mostly to keep prices up or, perhaps, 
to keep the lower classes in their place.
oil rs-p 4-ua 4. (I don’t mean to attribute

0 Farmer, After almost It years there are no doubt 
many differences between what he said and what Tackett is Interpreting 
it to be.)
„ < +. „ technology has now reached a level where a shift from

^4.4° abundance" is now possible. By combining cybernetics 
lt.would be Possible to supply everyone on Earth not 

the basics of food and shelter but also with the luxuries of 
ihir 4Parner ® talk was P^lor to the Great Energy Crisis but even so 
bhere is enough power available now to put the program into effect.
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Also the next few years should see fusion power becone practicable and 
once that happens our energy sources are unlimited.

„ Implementation of
a sucb as Dea-P would solve the world's basic problems. Poverty
and its attendant evils would be eliminated. It would produce what 
might be essentially termed "utopia.”

4 , .. , Mack Reynolds has taken up the
consideration and in After Utopia (Ace, 1977, $1.50) declared

S °°hcept seems t0 be the grand solution to world problems
contain^. within it the seeds of destruction of the human race.

HiThe^nvSonr15 ?ne Tr?cy Cogswell» a humanist, an oldtime fighter in" 
fought thZ F^MTSSy-1Sqa feal flghter» not a Parlor debater. He has 

£ascl * 5 Spain and Italy, the Nazis in Germany, the Com- 
he could find itm He haS taken on °PPression wherever
retarv of The J°W’ ls given the Postof International Sec
retary oi The Movement and coordinates activities out of Tangiers.

taken °Ver EOQe°ne
ment's money to con^S^ 21 he observes himself spending The Move
mountains acti vni-^^-f-k a srange apparatus at a hidden spot in theSens the oM "dla"- He
that the world he dreamed that Movenent had succeeded and
had found a way to re^h d 'to pass* Three experimenters
his mind and body cnu^d ? *hr°ugb tlae mentally, had taken over 
placed him in suspended Wld a?d USe the d^ice ^ich had
up to 20^-5. . on so that he could be physically brought

Why? Tracy asks.

got us into this. Now get us Out."

the world of 202+5 in Reynolds 
has worked extremely well, 
cheaply, that it is. all free 

oP Private property. i»o one needs to own an

soir rsien^°°^ ^xrhnXoantl tave
-anythlnK- 

aMnfhenpopSlfttoneezpl °F UEed .^’recycled.
State has essentially disappeared. I" - P1

ProtaSJon^SndrXSlMupr0”^?" Industrial,
and distribution. The Guilds thenselves^e and oversees production 
exceedingly snail percentage of ?he popular 

ofth^onJ^^essenSan? X“p!e?haSUre seekln^ 

more

?led1andilaz< SS°Ut challenSes mankind has oeco

"You...and your novenent...

The rest of the book is 
usual style. The program of 

There is so nuch of everything, 
s. Money has been eliminated as

No one needs to own anything.

a tour of 
abundance 
produced so 
well as the 
(Would you

one of your 
of tine you wanted it?)

_ Do you want a copy of 
The library will send you one. There

... * -osion defused. The
What government remains is made up

ThP cmiae +-u Guldd’ etc.) and oversees production 
■ uild. themselves^ are organizations of that

-“l.-llon which still works.
The

_ What remains 
easure centers. One of the chief 

and more of the 
adventures.

The 
become self-satls- 
-- _s only a natter
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One nay note that this sane warning was issued by E. M. Forrester 
in The Machine Stops in 1909.

, Tracy’s solution is to reactivate a long
shutdown project for a manned flight to Jupiter with himself as the 
sole passenger. Fron there he sends back to Earth a panicky message 
warning of Invasion fron the stars.

# After Utopia is typical of Mack
Reynolds’ writing of late. It is preachy. He seens to be given these 
days mostly to viewing with alarn and his books are not up to his pre
vious standards.

On the face of it Reap is a narvelous program that 
probably could do everything it promises. I think that Reynolds sees 
things a little too darkly. Given the opportunity to be free fron the 
day-to-day chore of making a living large numbers of people would have 
time to give full attention to their creative urges. I think all of 
us who have been out of school a while can recall people who were 
rilllant and exciting. It is a bit of a shock, if we meet then in 

later years, to find then somewhat stolid and dull. The change can 
be put directly on the necessity of "making a living." The daily 
£ln%iS aptly earned. It grinds away at one’s talents and abilities, 
therefore I think Reynolds errs when he pictures the population 
giving itself over to such things as programmed dreams.
„ „ . , ,, Or does he?
onsider the effect of television. But don't leave the daily grind 

out of that equation.
Is there really a need to point out that men 

and women labor willingly for what they perceive to be a useful and 
necessary goal? Or simply for satisfaction?
,, , , , There is a stone point
that has come down from Cro-Magnon days. A lovely laurel leaf which 
must have taken days and days to shape. Lovely and fragile and ut- 
er y useless because it is to delicate to have been used in hunting. 

But someone went to a lot of labor just for the satisfaction of 
making it.

A Jhe harvest from a program such as Reap would be most bene- 
iicial. And as for a useful and necessary goal to keep people inter
ested* The stars are waiting. .
„ . I do not, however, expect to see such

Irogram ever put into effect. It is technologically possible. It 
is sociologically impossible.
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